ABSTRACT Currently, the automated assembly depends on advance programming, which is suitable to large-batch products assembly; however, it does not fit in the assembly of small-batch products due to the large amount of preparatory work including assembly planning and robot programming. Therefore, those assemblies in small batch largely rely on human interventions, which is a system-level problem. Targeting the problem, this paper presents a novel programming-free automated assembly planning and control approach based on virtual training. Within the context, the 3-D models of products are used, including general assembly features of each component. The features are used in a search-based planner to generate assembly sequence, and to plan assembly path. Then the virtual assembly simulation is carried out based on the generated assembly plan, where the collisions and contacts are captured and passed to the planner to regenerate a new path. The new path is simulated in the virtual world. The simulation process is repeated until an executable strategy is obtained. In the real world, the physical robots perform the actual assembly by following the trained sequences and paths that are calibrated according to the real positions and orientations of the components. A proof-of-concept case study is carried out in robot operating system environment to validate this approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern industrial production is characterised by automation and intelligence. Its development started with a handicraft product, when most products were only produced by the well-trained workers. Then mass production became the norm after the first assembly line installed in Ford Motors; however all cars were produced in one colour. The norm continues today although certain customised products can be obtained, whereas automation is mainly achieved by offline programming. However, customised or even personalised production becomes more and more important to adapt to varying requirements from customers, resulting in a large variety and a limited batch of products. In this case, an automation process, especially for assembly/disassembly, may need lengthy and tedious programming which is difficult to be reused for another product. In traditional manufacturing, assembly process may consume up to 50% of the total production time, and account for more than 20% of the total cost [1] . Extensive research has therefore been focused on assembly. Recently, human-robot collaboration (HRC) in assembly has been proposed, in which the flexibility of human workers and the durability of robots are combined ideally [2] . However, it is quite dangerous for human operators due to the uncertainty caused by many linked hardware and many cooperative systems. Is human really needed to operate assembly tasks on a shop floor? From the historical perspective of human in manufacturing, the answer will be no in the future, since there is a trend that human had been the majority to perform every work for many centuries, and then was partially replaced by livestock, machines, and robots with technology development.
Why a full automation cannot be achieved on an assembly shop floor? Comparing with an HRC, the assembly systems are lack of ''brains'' and ''eyes''. There are three reasons: (1) missing a problem-free assembly strategy, (2) many different-to-predict interferences, and (3) many difficult-to-assemble soft components. If the above issues were solved, a programming-free automatic assembly would have been achieved. Basically, it is related to a systematic issue, and it can only be solved using a top-down approach. In this case, a well-organised methodology is needed combining many technologies. Virtual training can be a useful strategy, which serves as the ''brain'', and a camera and sensor based monitoring can check any uncertainty situations in real-time, which serves as the ''eyes''. Between them, a universal robot control can provide fluent communication. Currently, the relevant techniques have been well-developed for a long period; therefore, an automatic assembly can be achieved. Targeting a programming-free automatic assembly, this paper proposes a virtual training based assembly approach. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: related work is briefly presented in Section (II). The idea of automatic assembly is introduced in Section (III), as well as many detailed modules, followed by system implementation in Section (IV). A simplified case study is performed to validate the method in Section (V). Finally, the contributions of this research are summarised in Section (VI), together with the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Automatic assembly was developed with offline programming for assembly line to replace the simple and repetitive jobs in the beginning. Nowadays, the programming based automatic assembly has been widely employed for assembly automation. Automatic assembly started with physical world assembly. Drake [3] proposed the compliance in LIEU of sensory feedback method, where the signals generated in contract were applied during assembly. It is easy to break the components without a well-trained assembly strategy. Therefore, much research was carried out towards this direction, e.g. assembly sequence generation, CAD model description, and assembly features.
Assembly sequence planning is an NP-hard combinatorial problem. Graph method is one of the potential methods. Shpitalni et al. [4] introduced a connectivity graphs based method to decide the sequences of assembly and disassembly. In their method, the components are treated as nodes in graph, and the paths between them are treated as sequence. Gu and Yan [5] presented another graph-based heuristic approach for automatic generation of assembly sequences from a feature-based database. Then many algorithms were employed in assembly sequence planning, e.g. genetic algorithm (GA), ant colony optimisation (ACO), particle swarm optimisation (PSO), and many others [6] . Senin et al. [7] introduced a GA in assembly process planning, of which result shows that the reliability of GA is lower than many others, e.g. ACO an PSO. Shuang et al. [8] proposed ACO algorithm in assembly sequence planning based on initial feasible disassembly operations. Lv and Lu [9] and Wang and Liu [10] proposed a particle PSO and a Chaotic PSO in assembly sequence planning. In addition, Rakshit and Akella [11] proposed a method of stability analysis considering both assembly sequence and part motion. Assemble sequence planning issue can be addressed by the existing methods; however, the generated sequence is not fully applied to the real case in industry.
CAD model description of components was associated with assembly planning to enhance assembly planning. Huang and Lee [12] proposed an automatic assembly planning system to generate an assembly plan subject to the resource constraint of a given assembly cell. In their method, each resource was in online state, and was planned by the system. Yamada et al. [13] developed a system that generates disassembly sequences from 3D models and the functional part description of the fastening objects to extract the connections between parts. Assembly features were proposed to improve the usability of planned assembly processes. A form of assembly feature referred to as ''liaisons between assembly components'' that are used to determine the optimum assembly sequence [14] . Van Holland and Bronsvoort [15] introduced handling and connection features on top of CAD models. Their case showed that the features could be potentially used in assembly planning for complex products. Sung et al. [16] defined two types of spatial adjacencies: internal spatial adjacency and external spatial adjacency. In their method, the assembly features were automatically located in the 3D models. Wang et al. [17] defined 10 types of assembly features which were used for process-oriented planning.
Virtual assembly were proposed to consider various factors, e.g. assembly time and sequence, tooling and fixture requirements, ergonomics, operator safety and accessibility [18] . CAD models, displayed on a 2D screen, showed in a 3D way associated with virtual reality technology (VR), which were used to train assembly sequences by human motion. Compared with VR, augmented reality (AR) allows the user to see the real environment with virtual superimposed objects. AR has been employed in manual assembly station planning, product assembly guidance, assembly workplace design, assembly constraint analysis, digital virtual prototype augmentation with physical products, data glove-based virtual assembly, physical manual replacement with augmented virtual contents, and human-robot interaction design for safety and efficiency [18] . However, most of virtual assemblies were designed for helping human worker to operate assembly.
From the literature survey, assembly processes can be generated based on CAD models and assembly features; however most of them are not applied during automatic assembly. Humans are still considered as an indispensable part in assembly cell. Therefore, VR and AR were applied to assembly training, and HRC was proposed to partially reduce human workload. Therefore, a programming-free automatic assembly approach is needed to replace human work totally. Targeting this issue, this paper proposes a virtual training based approach including enriched assembly features, searchbased path planner, physical simulations, robot control and component identification together with real assembly cell design. 
III. METHODOLOGY
There are two requirements for the proposed method: (1) The 3D models should be available, and have the same geometrical shapes as the real products to be assembled, and (2) the real assembly cell information is available, e.g. robots and fixtures.
Figure (1) shows the architecture of virtual training based programming-free automatic assembly approach. Equipment synchronisation is carried out in the beginning of training. On the virtual side, 3D models of components, ahead of the real products, are imported into the system, and then Feature Identification can detect the assembly features from the imported models. An assembly sequence is generated based on the features, in Search based Planer (SP), a preliminary path plan is obtained. Combining the paths and used robots, a set of executable paths are obtained, and passed into Virtual Training (VT) where the robots and AGVs are controlled in simulation. In VT, the collisions and contacts between components, if any, are detected, and their positions and locations are used to generate a new path by SP. The generated paths are used to train the assembly strategy again. The process above is repeated until the non-interference and non-collision paths are obtained for all the components. On the real side, the real components in assembly cell are identified in Component Identification module by comparing with the 3D models of the products and the component features captured by camera, and their locations and orientations are also obtained during this process. The trained assembly strategy is used to control the real robots and AGVs after a set of calibrations based on the captured data of real components, where robots and AGVs perform the tasks. To detect potential issues, real-time monitoring is applied by combining sensors and cameras.
Considering that many technologies have been well developed, only several parts of the proposed approach are detailed in the following sections.
A. ENRICHED ASSEMBLY FEATURES
The original assembly features are defined to represent the relations between components, e.g. the elementary relations between components [19] , and elementary relations between components extended with some assembly information [20] . Van Holland and Bronsvoort [15] added the component handling information into assembly features. Basically, the features are divided into five types as follows, and an example including four components in Figure ( 2) are used to demonstrate the relevant features:
• General assembly features represent the elementary relationships between components, and they are utilised to decide assembly sequences. Assembly operations, decided by the features, are carried out by general grippers. General features of components C1 are the cylinder surface and the three holes, and features of C2-C3 are the cylinder surface including rubber, and the three surfaces contacted with C4, respectively.
• Assembly path features, regarding the geometrical information of the parts, provide potential paths for the assembly of straightforward parts, e.g. for a hole and an axle, the potential path is along with the axis direction of the hole or the axle, and constraints for the complex assembly parts. Components C3 and C4 are assembled by handling C3 going down and then pulling into the left pocket of C4.
• Assembly-specific features refer to the specific assembly processes in terms of special mechanical fit between components, e.g. location/transition fit, and interference fit. Assembly operations here must be performed by many designed tools. Also, the features are related to the soft components, where the assembly strategies are quite different from the solid component. During assembling component C2 into C3, the diameter of the rubble on C2 is bigger than the diameter of the hole in C3 due to a used rubber; therefore, multi-movement assembly is employed, i.e. both a set of suitable small rotations and swings are associated with the downward direction. In this case, the relevant collisions should be ignored during the virtual training.
• Grasping/handling features refer to the grasping/handling strategies of every individual component in terms of the neighbouring components and assembly strategies. Grasping features of C1 are the hard cylinder surface and VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Assembly features.
the top face; the upper part of tapped cylinder surface is the grasping features of C2; the top surface is feature of C3; and the both parallel sides are the grasping features of C4.
• Multi-operator assembly features address the assembly of some components including several location features, which requires the operation time control. In such case, two robot arms are for example applied to handle the component, and one more arm with an electrical screwdriver is employed to tighten the related screws. During assembling the assembled components C1-C4 on the finished items, a contact face is the multi-operator assembly features, where one robot arm is used to handle C1-C4, and another one is employed to fasten the relevant screws.
Based on those features, a basic assembly sequence can be obtained by the existing approaches, e.g. graphic based methods, and Octree based method [16] . The generated sequences are applied to virtual training.
B. SEARCH-BASED ASSEMBLY PLANNER
There are two major steps in SP, assembly sequence generation and assembly path planning. Many mature methods, GA, ACO, and PSO, have been successfully used in assembly sequence generation, which also have been enhanced by the assembly feature [21] . Therefore, this section is only focused on an executable path based on the chosen robots. According to the generated sequences, search based method is applied to generate reachable paths of the robot arm in terms of the assembled components. The captured collisions and contacts and their position parameters are passed to the SP module to generate a new path. Here, the assembly path features provide a set of points, by which a preliminary assembly path is decided. Line and cycle are the basic elements, and they are used to represent other assembly paths. A linear path search is based on a sphere space S i 0 (Eq. (1)), as shown in Figure ( 3)a.
where s( ) is a sphere equation, r i,i+1 is the distance between two reference points related to the assembled paths P i and P i+1 , φ and θ are the parameters.
Considering tolerances of models and real products, the space is bonded by assigning ranges of parameters, r i,i+1 = | P i P i+1 | + T , where T is a maximum of tolerance, as well as
A circular assembly path is represented in two cases: (1) a trajectory cycle, of which the centre is impossible to be on an axis of joint cycle, is divided into many lines, and it is represented by a linear path strategy; and (2) a joint rotated circle, of which the centre is on an axis of joint circle, is represented by a point P i being the centre of the cycle, the radius of the cycle, and a vector v r , as shown in Figure (3)b. Here, given the tolerance and robot movement errors, the point tolerance and the vector tolerance are under the consideration. The point is within a sphere and represented as follow,
where P iI is the ideal coordinate, r P i is the maximum tolerance including the point and the radius, φ P i and θ P i are the parameters.
The vector is within a cone ( Figure (3)b) , and is represented by,
where c( ) is a cone equation, v iI is the axis of the cone and the ideal vector, and δ vi is the maximum angle tolerance.
C. ROBOT CONTROL AND ASSEMBLY TRAINING IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
The hardware in real assembly is considered in robot control, where setups, robots and others supporting devices are synchronised into the robot control system, where the trained robot control programs are executable. There are two requirements to archive that, (1) the controllable robots include robot arms, grippers, gripper-like tools, supported by AGVs, cameras and other sensors, which requires a universal control system or a flexible communication between applied systems; and (2) the assembly cell needs to be kept in online state, i.e. all the information can be obtained by the robot control system. On top of robot control systems, assembly trainings (a set of simulations) are carried out one by one by following the generated assembly sequence and path in Section (III-B).
Here the component models involve geometrical information, a series of data, which provides execution targets and/or obstacles that should be avoided by robots. During robot execution, unnormal collisions between robots and components are avoidable; however, the collisions and contacts between components during assembly are inevitable. The collisions/contacts, if in the unnormal situations, should be captured, while others should be ignored. Associated with the assembly features, those collisions are classified into:
• Collisions in general features areas should be captured, if the generated force direction is different from the one obtained from assembly path features; • Collisions in assembly-specific features should be ignored.
• Collisions between grasping/handling features and grippers/gripper-like tools should be ignored.
• Collisions in multi-operator assembly features should be captured to consider balancing issue, if there is a single point collision.
The obtained collisions, if any, will be passed to the path planner in SP, and a new path will be generated, and used to continue assembly training in the virtual world.
D. COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION
Components, in assembly cell, are identified by comparing their 3D models and the real components. On a shop floor, the components are taken pictures by cameras one by one, and the 3D models can be generated based on the pictures [22] , which provides a set of information for the relevant features recognition. Here the captured features are compared with the pre-defined features of the components in the virtual world, and component identification is based on comparing feature type and number, as shown in Figure (4) . The captured feature of a certain component is compared with features from CAD models of all components, and if there is only one feature which is the same with the captured one, the component is decided. If there are many the same features, the relevant components are selected, and the numbers of features are used to identify the component. If there are still many candidate components, one of neighbouring features is used to identify VOLUME 6, 2018 components by checking and comparing the types and the numbers, until the component is identified.
All components are identified by following the above steps, and simultaneously, the component positions and orientations are obtained by analysing the captured features, according to the generated models, which provides the data for grasping.
E. REAL ASSEMBLY CELL
In the real cell, there are robot arms, AGVs, grippers, and gripper-like tools, as well as many sensors, cameras, force sensors, and laser sensors. In an assembly process, a component has been handled by the robot arm, and high-resolution camera sensors, mounted on the robot arm, are used to take photos of the potential assembly areas, and locate the assembly position data in terms of the relevant features of the component. Based on the captured data, the relevant trained assembly path in virtual world are calibrated, and then the path is carried out by robot. Ideally, the path should be reliable, however, sometimes there may be deviations, since the real parts might be different from the 3D models slightly, or the accuracies of cameras and robot movements are not high enough. In case of that,
• Force sensors, mounted between griper and robot arm, are utilised to discover the issue by detecting the potential unusual collisions during assembly, where the force, if appearing at a wrong direction, is used as an indicator for such situation.
• Laser sensors, within a designed calibration scene, are applied to correct the robot arm movement and camera accuracy within a certain period.
Assembly of soft components including cables and rubbermade parts is considered as a process only performed by human operators. It should be also covered by the proposed method. Here, special process and special tools are applied, e.g. a camera based detection is used to decide the motion for cable assembly, considering plugging cable interface may require a certain direction, and a gripper with vibration function can perform assembly of rubber-made part. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
ROS, a robot operating system, and Gazebo, a simulator, are selected to implement the proposed method. A system architecture and communication methods are outlined below.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Figure (5) shows the system architecture, in which there are several modules for assembly feature recognition, assembly sequence generation, search-based assembly path planner, ROS based hardware controls, and Gazebo simulator. Within the context, assembly feature recognition is to recognise the assembly features from the input 3D models of the components. Then assembly sequence module generates a preliminary assembly sequence. Based on the sequence and the relevant 3D models, a feasible assembly path is obtained for each component in the assembly path planner. ROS is used to control robots, AGVs, grippers and other tools. Gazebo, embedded by physical engine and contact sensors, is selected as a simulator and used to synchronise the scenes of real robot setups. ROS and Gazebo exchange information by publishing/subscribing messages. In assembly cell, robot arms are utilised to carry out the assembly tasks, and in order to increase the operation flexibility, robot arms are mounted on AGVs. A camera is mounted on each robot arm, and used to recognise the components and demarcate the points for assembly. Also, force sensors, mounted between robot arm and gripper, are used to control the assembly movement. Moreover, many tools are employed to operate the assembly, e.g. gripper carrying components, electric screwdriver, and many other special tools related to pre-defined assembly features. In addition, there are tables and conveyors. All the equipment and the hardware are linked and controlled by a central master, ROS.
B. COMMUNICATION
Within the proposed system architecture, the communication between ROS and Gazebo is important for information exchange during virtual training. Gazebo plugins, developed based on C++, were employed for communication between ROS and Gazebo. The plugins include two types, publisher and subscriber. The trajectories generated by ROS are published via the publisher, resulting in the target robot/robots being controlled in Gazebo. During robot operation, sensors, embedded in the assembled components in Gazebo, capture the assembly collision information, involving geometrical data and physical data, which is subscribed by ROS via the subscriber. The information will be passed to the search algorithm module, as a result of which a new assembly path will be generated and are published to Gazebo.
V. A SIMPLIFIED CASE STUDY
A proof-of-concept prototype based on ROS is developed and demonstrated to show how the proposed method works in the virtual world. Since assembly sequence generation and search methods exist in the literature, they are not included in this simplified case study.
A. AN ASSEMBLY CELL
A designed automatic assembly cell is shown in Figure (6) , with two robot arms including a fixed one on a table and a movable one on an AGV, a conveyor used to transport components, and assembled components including a gear box, an axle and two bearings. In this case, the defined assembly tasks include three steps, (1) assembling one bearing on the axle, (2) assembling the other bearing on the axle at opposite direction, and (3) putting assembled axle into the gear box.
B. SIMULATION
A basic assembly path can be obtained from the assembly features of the components before virtual training, and it is a straight line along the axis of bearing and axle. The line path is not totally executable, since there are errors of both component dimension and robot arm movement on simulators. Therefore, a force sensor is embedded in each part, by which the collision can be captured by Gazebo during the assembly simulation. In the case, the two robot arms assemble the bearing and the axle together, as shown in Figure (7 )a, and there was a collision between them by following the first assembly path (Figure (7)b) . Based on the collision position, a new assembly path, moved along the green arrow in Figure (7) c, was generated by search-based path planner, and the path is subscribed by ROS, resulting in a new robot movement. The above process was carried out by a generated assembly path until there was no collision between them ( Figure (7)d) , and the collision free path, a trained path, is saved by the system. Eventually, the assembled simplified gear box, shown in Figure (7) e, is finished in the virtual world, and simultaneously the trained the paths are obtained by the system.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a virtual training based programmingfree assembly method. Within the concept, setups in real cell are synchronised into robot control system linking and controlling each controllable element, on top of which, assembly features represent the products models, and provide data for assembly sequence generation and assembly path planning in search based planner. The generated sequences and paths are used to control robots in virtual environment, and then physical information including collisions are captured and passed to search based planner during assembly simulation. A new set of paths are re-produced and passed to the virtual world to continue the training process until an executable strategy is obtained. On the real side, the synchronised robots execute the trained strategy which is calibrated by cameras to assemble the real components which are identified by camera based component identification. A concept-of-proof case study is developed to validate the proposed method.
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